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CALL TO ACTION
The Call to Action chapter wraps up the plan by focusing on the implementation of the recommendations of
Plan Mount Holly. This includes an action plan that collates all the policies from the document and provides
guidance on characteristics vital to implementation for each policy. The chapter ends with a final conclusion
for Plan Mount Holly.
 Call to Action
 Action Plan
 Conclusion
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CALL TO ACTION
Previous planning efforts in Mount Holly build strategies and recommendations on a foundational
understanding that the City’s defining features are its small-town charm, sense of community, and
enviable location along the banks of the Catawba River. This understanding is easily recognizable in the
vision outlined in the recently completed Strategic Vision Plan Update, which features phases such as:
“place of neighbors”

“active community with unique experiences”

“character rooted in our small-town feel”

“thrive through growth that respects the spirit of
Mount Holly”

“our historic downtown”

Plan Mount Holly shows that the physical features of the City—its neighborhoods, buildings, streets,
utilities, and natural places—strongly affect how people experience life here and whether they are willing
to invest their time, energy, and money into its future. Implementing the Land Plan is not a short-term
endeavor. It will unfold through a series of coordinated steps that build toward the broad vision that
came before it. This section outlines some of these coordinated steps.

IMPLEMENTATION
HOW THE PLAN WILL BE IMPLEMENTED
Adopting the Land Plan is the first step toward shaping the City’s future, followed by implementing
the short- and long-term actions identified in the plan. Some of the short-term actions should include
amending regulations and working through development processes to ensure they align with Mount
Holly’s stated land use strategy. Long-term actions include continued planning; guiding transportation
projects; monitoring, evaluating, and amending the plan as conditions change; and allocating local
resources to spur the City’s development in the direction envisioned in the plan.

WHEN THE PLAN WILL BE UPDATED
The Land Plan serves as a long-term guide for growth and development in Mount Holly. The plan will
be most effective if it serves as a living document that is revisited and updated over time to recognize
emerging conditions and changing circumstances. The City’s Planning and Development Department
should oversee a process for updating the Land Plan in coordination with the Strategic Vision Plan
Update and other notable local plans. Planning staff should work with other City departments to ensure
updates to the plan are relevant and consistent.
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HOW THE CITY WILL USE THE PLAN
As a blueprint for staff and elected officials, the Land Plan is designed as a reference document to inform
land use decisions and choices to be made regarding other investments by the City. The Land Plan is
anticipated to be used in the following ways:
 City Council: To inform decisions as development proposals are evaluated without restricting
the ability of staff and elected officials to adapt to changes in market conditions and community
preferences.
 City Staff: To align department policies, budget decisions, and incremental choices with the
community’s long-term vision, particularly as it relates to growth and development.
 Boards and Commissions: To clarify the community’s vision and encourage consistency as decisions
are made.

HOW OTHERS WILL USE THE PLAN
The Strategic Vision Plan Update and the Land Plan that followed it is intentionally broad and far
reaching. The Land Plan is designed to be used by a variety of groups and individuals with diverse
interests in the City and its future, such as:
 Businesses: To identify where the City is targeting growth and investment and where development
decisions may be streamlined.
 Residents: To understand future objectives for growth and development and how supportive policies
will positively affect quality of life.
 Community (and Regional) Leaders: To foster ongoing dialogue that maintains forward progress
toward common goals.
 Development Community: To learn what and where certain types of growth are desired and
understand expectations for good design and purposeful planning.
 Agencies: To align agency goals and strategies with the community’s vision and priorities.

City of Mount Holly |
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ACTION PLAN
The timing of implementing Plan Mount Holly will depend on a variety of factors, including market
conditions and the ability of the City and private interest to work together. An action plan provides a
framework for achieving the City’s desired future vision. It builds on the successes of previous planning
efforts and provides an implementation framework for future decision-making. The intent of the action
plan is two-fold. First, it provides City decision-makers with a way to track progress and prepare for
future year improvements. Second, clearly defined action items enable the City to identify public and
private investment opportunities that are healthy, sustainable, and achievable through well-guided
growth and development policies that meet local objectives.
The action plan highlights three featured actions and compiles the framework plan policies for ease of
reference. This structure helps communicate that not all recommendations need to be completed in
unison. Instead, the recommendations promote flexibility and coordination with actions identified in
foundational plans such as the Strategic Vision Plan Update, the Park Plan, and Bike Mount Holly, among
others. The action plan also emphasizes partnership between the City and the development community
to implement the vision of the Land Plan as development occurs and funding sources become available.
Local, regional, and state partnerships can also be levied where appropriate to ensure strategic and
timely improvements. Working together is especially important, given the amount of development
anticipated for the study area.

FEATURED ACTIONS
The Land Plan addresses specific challenges, known and anticipated, and leverages unique opportunities
associated with the likely growth in the years to come. Completing the plan is an initial step. Measuring
progress and effectively tracking what’s working and what’s not working opens the door to regularly
modifying programs and policies to respond to lagging progress or new challenges. Three featured
actions are stated as precursor to other steps to follow.
Adoption and Monitoring. The first action in fulfilling Plan Mount Holly is the formal adoption of the Land
Plan. Adoption by City Council will signify the acceptance of the plan’s vision and recommendations by
the city. In the years to come, the forces and trends shaping Mount Holly and the region will be different
from those shaping the area today. A dynamic response to these changing circumstances is required.
Foundational Plans. Mount Holly should focus efforts on implementing recommendations from
foundational plans including the Strategic Vision Plan Update, Park Plan, and Bike Mount Holly in
accordance with the implementation time frames outlined in those plans.
Regulatory Framework. Mount Holly should conduct a diagnostic of its zoning code and other regulatory
documents, the timing of which could recognize some efficiency in bringing the City’s existing code into
compliance with Chapter 160D of the North Carolina General Statutes while also beginning to address
several of the Framework Plan Policies.
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FRAMEWORK PLAN POLICIES
Plan Mount Holly includes eight framework plans that tie the vision for land use, growth, and
development to topics of community interest. Each framework includes a map supported by four
policies. These policies are shown below with additional detail for priorities, duration, partnerships, and
resource needs.
Resource Needs Key
Financial Resources
Time Resources

$


Land Use
ID

Description

LU 1

Identify changes to the zoning ordinance that
encourage development matching the goals of the
Preferred Growth Strategy and Future Land Use Map.

LU 2

Encourage the development of distinct mixed-used
districts for Downtown, the Gateway Centers, and the
Neighborhood Centers as identified on the Future Land
Use Map.

LU 3

Promote infill development and the clustering of
growth in developed areas of the City as identified in
the Future Land Use Map.

LU 4

Encourage the development of unique neighborhoods
with a variety of housing options.

Partnerships

High
Priority

City



City
Private Sector
City
Private Sector

ID

Description

MO 1

Promote active transportation as outlined in the City’s
mode-specific plans.

MO 2

Reference mobility characteristics for each land use
category identified on the Future Land Use Map.

MO 3

Promote a more walkable and pedestrian friendly
environment to aid in the successful development and
redevelopment of centers and corridors.

MO 4

Increase the participation of developers in the
construction of transportation facilities, including
roads, sidewalks, bike paths, and shared-use facilities.





  
$ $ $





  
$ $ $



  
$ $ $

High
Priority

Ongoing
Action

Resource
Needs





  
$ $ $

Private Sector

Partnerships
City
Regional/State

  
$ $ $

City

City
Regional/State



  
$ $ $



  
$ $ $

Private Sector
City
Regional/State
Private Sector

Resource
Needs

  
$ $ $

City

Mobility

Ongoing
Action
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Economic Development
ID

Description

ED 1

Promote opportunities for additional retail and
restaurant establishments within the City.

ED 2

Update zoning ordinance to support economic
development goals.

ED 3

Continue to facilitate downtown growth and
development.

ED 4

Create a citywide Economic Development Marketing
Package.

Partnerships
City

City
City
Private Sector

Description

POS 1

Implement the 2020 Mount Holly Park Plan.

Ensure City codes and regulations protect natural

POS 2 resources by directing growth to desired locations.
Evaluate open space opportunities in new

POS 3 neighborhoods.

Continue to implement the vision for the Woods and

POS 4 Water District.

Description






City



Partnerships

High
Priority

Ongoing
Action

City





City



City

City





Partnerships

High
Priority

Ongoing
Action

Infrastructure
ID

Ongoing
Action



Private Sector

Parks, Recreation, and Open Space
ID

High
Priority

IN 1

Monitor the availability of public infrastructure.

City





IN 2

Limit public infrastructure in places where growth is
discouraged.

City





IN 3

Adopt low-impact development standards.

IN 4

Consider “return on investment” for major development
proposals, to the extent possible.
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City
Private Sector
City



Resource
Needs


$

$

$

$


$

$

$

$


$

$

$

$

Resource
Needs


$

$

$

$


$

$

$

$


$

$

$

$

Resource
Needs


$

$

$

$


$

$

$

$


$

$

$

$

Community and Cultural Resources
ID
CCR 1

Description
Continue to leverage arts as a placemaking initiative
and tourism driver.
Ensure design standards address community goals for

CCR 2 historic preservation of Downtown.

Encourage placemaking best practices, particularly in

CCR 3 mixed-use districts.

Partnerships

Protect, enhance, and leverage the City’s historical

City
City




Private Sector

Description

Partnerships

High
Priority

Ongoing
Action





CS 1

Provide community services in support of the Future
Land Use Map.

City

CS 2

Ensure that planned public facilities are financially
feasible.

City

CS 3

Continue to provide superior fire and emergency
services focused on prevention, preparedness,
response, and recovery.

City

CS 4

Increase access to community services, facilities, and
resources.

City

Housing
ID



City

Community Services
ID

Description

HOU 1

Promote a range of housing options.

HOU 2

Evaluate development standards to encourage a more
diverse housing portfolio.

HOU 3

Encourage neighborhood investments that increase the
viability of downtown.

HOU 4

Maintain a safe and adequate supply of housing that
varies in age and style.

Ongoing
Action



City

Private Sector

CCR 4 assets.

High
Priority

Partnerships
City
Private-Sector
City
City
Private-Sector
City
Private-Sector







High
Priority

Ongoing
Action














Resource
Needs


$

$

$

$


$

$

$

$


$

$

$

$

Resource
Needs


$

$

$

$


$

$

$

$


$

$

$

$

Resource
Needs


$

$

$

$


$

$

$

$
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CONCLUSION
Mount Holly is charting a new course for its future. It’s a future built on community input, thoughtful
collaboration, and hard work. The continued success of Mount Holly as a community of choice in the region
and beyond will be achieved through community stewardship and the diligent work of local leaders. While
building on previous success, the community should seek out new partnerships that can play an important
role in achieving the aspirations of Mount Holly. As stated in the Strategic Vision Plan Update, Mount Holly
can “thrive through growth that respects the spirit of Mount Holly; practices stewardship of our environment;
and nurtures business, entrepreneurs, and jobs for our people. While we grow, we will continue to be the
place that connects community and nature.”

